Abstract-In order to solve knapsack problems efficiently, an improved genetic algorithm based on adaptive evolution in dual population (called DPAGA) is proposed. In DPAGA, the new population produced by selecting operation is regarded as main population. The population composed by the individuals washed out by selecting operation is regarded as subordinate population. The individual evolution strategy of main population is different from that of subordinate population. The crossover operators and mutation operators are all adjusted non-linearly and adaptively. DPAGA is used to solve knapsack problems. The experimental results show that its convergence speed and solution quality are all better then that of simple genetic algorithm. It is also suited to solve other optimization problems.
INTRODUCTION
Knapsack problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] is a well-known and well-studied problem in combinatorial optimization. It has a wide range of applications, for example network planning, network routing, parallel scheduling, and budgeting etc.. Mathematically, the 0/1 knapsack problem may be formulated as: Since the knapsack problem is a NP problem, the traditioanal algorithms have a large calculation and need a long running time when solve the knapsack problems with large scale [8] . In order to solve knapsack problems efficiently, an improved genetic algorithm based on adaptive evolution in dual population will be proposed in this paper.
II. GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED ON ADAPTIVE EVOLUTION IN DUAL POPULATION（DPAGA）

A. Basic Idea of the algorithm
Genetic algorithm based on adaptive evolution in dual population （ DPAGA ） is a novel improved adaptive genetic algorithm. Its population includes a new population formed by selecting operation (the main population) and a population eliminated by selecting operation (the subordinate population). Dual crossover operator and dual mutation operator are introduced in this algorithm. Dual crossover operator means the main crossover operator bc P and the subordinate crossover operator sc P . Dual mutation operator means the main mutation operator bm P and the subordinate mutation operator sm P . In the evolution of the main population, the individuals perform adaptive crossover operation with high probability and adaptive mutation operation with low probability according to the main crossover operator and the main mutation operator. And in the evolution of the subordinate population, the individuals perform adaptive crossover operation with low probability and adaptive mutation operation with high probability according to the subordinate crossover operator and the subordinate mutation operator.
B. Key operators
In the genetic algorithm based on adaptive evolution in dual population, key operators include selection operator, dual crossover operator and dual mutation operator. Selection operator is often realized by the roulette wheel selection method. The dual crossover operator and dual mutation operator are adjusted adaptively according to the individual fitness in the evolution of population. Their formulas can be described as follows: From formula（1）~formula（4）, we can see that the probability of crossover and the probability of mutation are adjusted nonlinearly according to the function
between the average fitness and the maximal fitness. When the fitness of the majority of individuals is near and the average fitness is close to the maximal fitness, the probability of crossover and the probability of mutation will be elevated. So, the individuals nearby the maximal fitness are preserved as many as possible. The ability of the algorithm to jump out the local convergence is enhanced greatly.
C. Steps and working flow of the algorithm
The working flow of DPAGA can be described as follows:
Step1: Code genetic individuals and initialize population t P ;
Step2: Calculate individual fitness; Step3: Perform selecting operation according to the roulette wheel selection method, and gain the new population Step4: For the main population 1 + t P , perform adaptive crossover operation with high probability and adaptive mutation operation with low probability;
Step5: Judge convergence condition of
congruous, perform Step9;
Step6: For the subordinate population
adaptive crossover operation with low probability and adaptive mutation operation with high probability;
Step7: Form the new population t P from the results of
Step4 and Step6; Step8: Repeat Step2~Step6, till the convergence condition is congruous;
Step9: Stop. Fig.1 illustrates the working flow of DPAGA. 
III. EXPERIMENTS ON KNAPSACK PROBLEMS
In order to test the performance and effectiveness of the algorithm, the following two examples of knapsack problem are chosen in the experiment.
Example 1 The knapsack problem composed of 50 objects. It is described as: 208, 198, 192, 185, 180, 165, 162, 160, 158,   155, 130, 125, 122, 120, 118, 115, 110, 105, 101, 100, 100,  98, 96, 95, 90, 88, 82, 80, 77, 75, 73, 72, 70, 69, 66, 65, 63 In this study, the simple genetic algorithm (SGA) and DPAGA are used to solve the above two knapsack problems. The parameters are set as:
The results of example 1 are shown as Table 1 .
The results of example 2 are shown as Table 2 .
From Table 1 and Table 2 , we can see that when solve the knapsack problems, DPAGA is superior to SGA whether look from convergence speed or the quality of solutions.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, an improved genetic algorithm based on adaptive evolution in dual population was proposed. Its population includes a main populationand a subordinate population. In the main population and subordinate population, the genetic operators are adjusted adaptively and nonlinearly with different strategies. The premature convergence of genetic algorithm is conquered and its global searching ability is enhanced greatly. Successful results were gained when experiments were taken on knapsack problems. Its convergence speed and solution quality are all better then that of simple genetic algorithm. It is also suited to solve other optimization problems. 
